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Abstract
Jason is perhaps the most advanced multi-agent programming language
based on AgentSpeak . Unfortunately, its current Java-based implemen-
tation does not scale up and is seriously limited for simulating systems of
hundreds of thousands of agents.
We are presenting a scalable simulation platform for running huge num-
bers of agents in a Jason style simulation framework. Our idea is (1) to
identify independent parts of the simulation in order to parallelize as
much as possible, and (2) to use and apply existing technology for par-
allel processing of large datasets (e.g.MapReduce).
We evaluate our approach on an early benchmark and show that it scales
up linearly (in the number of agents).
1 Introduction
The work reported in this paper is part of a bigger project on using agent-
based simulation for quality control of software development processes [1].
In this project we need a platform that is able to simulate a huge number of
agents, (hundreds of thousands or evenmore).
Current approaches implemented in Java often do not scale up (see [2] for
a detailed discussion). Similarly, declarative approaches (e.g. those based on
AgentSpeak ) are well suited for modeling simulations, but do not support
efficient implementation.
Here we focus on a new approach for implementing scalable multi-agent
simulation platforms with MapReduce. The main idea is to identify parts
of the simulated environment that are completely independent from each
other and can thus be processed in parallel. This is particularly useful in sce-
narios based on large existing datasets, but can also be applied tomulti-agent
simulation in general.
1
Introduction
In the following we give a very brief introduction to Jason andMapReduce
and comment on related work. The main part is Section 2, where we show
how Jason can be interpreted in a way that is compatible with MapReduce.
While previous approaches have used limited agent models [8] or restricted
languages [11] our approach supports full Jason-style AgentSpeak . We be-
lieve that similar agent languages can be translated accordingly.
Key points of any simulation are (1) modeling and (2) implementing the
environment: we elaborate on both in Section 3. Finally we evaluate our
approach in Section 4 using a benchmark for our early proof of concept im-
plementation1 and conclude with Section 5.
1.1 Jason
Jason is a Java based platform for multi-agent simulation with an extended
version of AgentSpeak [4]. AgentSpeak is a language to describe BDI agents
that mixes a declarative approach to reasoning (Prolog) and an imperative
way of stating plans [9]. Jason extends the languagewith useful functionality
such as agent communication. Jason is widely used [3] but does not scale
well when the simulation size is increased beyond thousands of agents, even
when the agents are very simple.
1.2 MapReduce
MapReduce is a programming paradigm designed to simplify the parallel
processing of large datasets [5] by abstracting away low level architecture
(single thread, multi-core computer, grid of commodity computers), syn-
chronization, error recovery, locking and distribution of work among the
nodes of a cluster. The algorithm is defined in terms ofmap and reduce func-
tions that operate on key value pairs. Map functions operate independently
onkey value pairs 〈k, v〉. After a shuffling step that groups items by their keys,
reduce functions operate on sequences of values in each group:
Map : (K,V )→ (K,V )∗ ; Reduce : (K,V ∗)→ (K,V )∗
Algorithms in terms of these functions can be executed using a MapRe-
duce framework like Spark2, Hadoop3, MR4C4, MapReduce-MPI5 or Disco6,
which automatically partition the dataset for parallel execution.
1Source code available at https://github.com/niklasf/pyson
2http://spark.apache.org/
3http://hadoop.apache.org/
4https://github.com/google/mr4c
5http://mapreduce.sandia.gov/
6http://discoproject.org/
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1.3 RelatedWork
There are several design patterns forMapReduce that have been used outside
of agent simulation. Lin and Schatz [7] describe algorithms that allow com-
munication along the edges of graphs. Zhang et al. [14] provide a technique
for parallelizing spatial joins. These have then been used in agent system
simulation with agent models that have been restricted accordingly: Raden-
ski [8] uses graph algorithms to simulate cellular automatons. Wang et al.
[11] use spatial joins for behavioral simulations, where agent actions are re-
stricted to associative operations on the environment.
2 Translating Jason toMapReduce
When agents deliberate but do not communicate or execute actions in the
environment they can be executed independently in Map steps. In this sec-
tion we discuss key requirements for a Jason interpreter that allows doing
that. The key point is to represent the state of agents and the state of the
environment in key value pairs such that actions that advance the simulation
can be performed efficiently with Map and Reduce steps.
MostMapReduce platforms commit datasets to disk after eachMapReduce
step. However this overhead can be avoided for multi-agent simulation: In
case of data loss computation steps can simply be repeated. We therefore
choose Apache Spark as our underlying platform. Spark features the con-
cept of Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) with configurable levels or per-
sistence. Additionally, Spark uses the scripting language Python as one of
the primary supported languages. This allows us to use Python as a single
language for the platform as well as for scripting the simulated environment
and available actions. There are three key requirements for the Jason inter-
preter:
• Serializability: The state of agents must be serializable at any given
time to allow Spark to serialize and transmit them to other nodes of the
cluster.
• Ability to pause and resume individual agents: In distributed com-
puting local operations are near-instant while network operations take
orders of magnitudes more time. An agent waiting for data from the
network needs to be paused in order not to block the execution of other
agents.
• Memory efficiency: The interpreter must have a low memory foot-
print so that hundreds of thousands of agents can fit into main mem-
ory.
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Translating Jason toMapReduce
+! assign_bugs <−
for (bug (N) ) {
. send ( developer ,
t e l l , bug (N) ) ;
} .
(a) Jason source code
+!assign_bugs : TrueQuery
manager push_query(TermQuery(bug(N)))
manager next_or_fail
developer add_belief(bug(N))
manager noop
failu
res
u
cc
es
s
(b) The constructed control flow graph
Figure 1: Example: A manager agent sends bug details to a developer agent
For memory efficiency we embed native Python data types directly into
Jason (bool, int and long and float for numerics, tuple for lists).
Variables and belief literals are defined as classes in Python (Var() and
Literal(functor, args)). All other Python objects are treated as atoms.
To avoid making copies of objects, all substitutions (mappings of variables
to terms) are kept in a separate dictionary. Additionally, agents have a stack
of substitutions and choice points that allows them to undo failed partial
unifications.7
To allow pausing and resuming individual agents (even while they are ex-
ecuting a Prolog query) we use Python generators to iterate over alternatives,
with a technique similar to YieldProlog8. Finally the Python implementa-
tion PyPy guarantees serializability of Python objects including functions,
closures and generators.
For AgentSpeak(L) the control flow in a plan is linear. Jason defines addi-
tional control structures such as branches and loops. To capture bothwe rep-
resent plans as a control flow graph where nodes are high level instructions.
Each node has atmost two outgoing edges labeled success or failure that
are followed depending on the result of the current instruction. If a node
does not have the corresponding edge this is interpreted as plan achieve-
ment or plan failure respectively.
Intentions in AgentSpeak are defined as a stack of partially instanti-
ated plans [9]. To avoid copying plans for each instantiation we use a
separate intention data structure instead. The data structure contains (i)
the instantiated plan head from the point of view of the caller, (ii) a
pointer to the current instruction in the control flow graph, (iii) the cur-
rent substitution scope (mapping of variables to terms), (iv) stacks to undo
unifications and continue with a different choice (stack, query_stack,
choicepoint_stack). The corresponding set of instructions is given in the
appendix.
Observation 1 (Correct-, and Completeness) The described interpreter satis-
7This technique is well known in Prolog interpreters [12, 13].
8http://yieldprolog.sourceforge.net/
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fies the hard requirements outlined above. In addition, all Jason programs can be
transformed to programs in our instruction set.
3 Handling the Environment
To simulate the environment, a number of different object types have to be
modeled. Possible actions and percepts make up a major part, as they imply
the environment’s behavior and thus determine the computational effort.
Environments need a notion for each “thing” that is not an agent: we call it
artifact.
The entire state of the simulation is stored in key value pairs. It
comprises the agents 〈uuid, agent〉 and artifacts from the environment.
A cycle of the simulation starts with a map step where each agent
state is mapped to the next. Messages to other agents are emit-
ted as key value pairs using a Jason-style belief annotation for the
sender: 〈recipientUuid,message[source(senderUuid)]〉. Actions selected
by the agent emit additional key values pairs (usually of the form
〈affectedArtifactUuid , action〉).
The actual effects of the actions are computed in a reduce phase where
key value pairs are grouped by recipient or affected artifact. Reduce oper-
ations in Spark must be associative. Additionally commutativity is a rea-
sonable requirement to achieve deterministic results even when the order
of the values is non-deterministic. Actions that return results must include
the UUID of the agent so that results can be emitted as a key value pair
〈uuid, resultMessage〉.
Values for distinct keys are reduced in parallel. This leads directly to the
following observation.
Observation 2 The environment needs to be designed such that potentially con-
flicting actions always affect the same key.
While this can be trivially achieved by using a monolithic environment
with a single key, it is likely that the reduction for that key will be a bottle-
neck. Thus, to allow parallel execution, we need the following complemen-
tary goal.
Observation 3 Independent actions must affect distinct keys.
For many scenarios there is a natural way to decompose the environment
into key value pairs. For example [11] partition a spatial environment into
overlapping areas to simulate social force. Since areas overlap, the same ac-
tion (effects) may be sent to multiple keys. Summation is used as an asso-
ciative and commutative reduce operation. However, as not all simulations
decompose spatially (see the Simulating Software Evolution scenario) we pro-
pose the following additions:
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• Instead of hardcoding the concept of spatial location we introduce
groups that agents can subscribe to and send multicast messages to.
This mechanism will also be exploited for percept generation and dis-
tribution.
• Deterministic reservoir sampling [10] as an associative and commuta-
tive operation to fairly select one of multiple conflicting actions. This
works for arbitrary actions since they no longer have to be associative
and/or commutative themselves.
Currently, the whole environment has to be hand-coded as a Python
script. The next step is to provide a thin wrapper around Spark to abstract
away from its concrete functionality so as not to burden the user with hav-
ing to learn everything aboutMapReduce in order to use the platform. In a
later step, the final environment metamodel will be combined with our al-
ready existing Jasonmetamodel to provide theuserwith schematicmodeling
facilities (i.e. diagramming) to enable kick-starting new projects.
3.1 Application: Simulating Software Evolution
As mentioned before, the platform is part of a bigger project on simulating
software development processes using agent-based technology to gain in-
sights on (specific) software evolution. In this scenario, agents can perform
abstract modifications on the software project, i.e. “fix bugs” or “refactor
methods”. Representing the developers with simple agents already proved a
viable solution [6]. However, to get more detailed results, it is necessary to
equip agents with better reasoning and planning capabilities. This will en-
able them to adopt goal-oriented behavior, e.g. based on code change pat-
terns. Furthermore, beliefs will be crucial to simulate how the agents gain
experience in the process (see [1]).
Exploiting MapReduce will also greatly benefit the simulations’ running
time, enabling those of large software projects with many (behaviorally)
complex developers and even those where multiple projects form an ecosys-
tem exchanging resources and information.
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4 Evaluation
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Figure 2: Execution times of the counting scenario for increasing numbers of
agents
The authors of [2] have developed a simple benchmark to compare several
platforms based on different implementations. It models the throughput of
the interpreter on a single node (it relates to the implementation described
in Section 2). We compare the performance of our platform running on dif-
ferent Python interpreters (Python 2, Python 3, PyPy) with the performance
of other platforms (Jason,Maserati )9, see Fig. 2.
Jason 2.0a runs out of memory for 50 000 agents, but could potentially
complete the simulation on a machine with even more RAM. The other
platforms scale roughly linearly as expected for this simple scenario. We
achieve the best performance with PyPy which uses Just-In-Time compila-
tion and hotspot optimization (see the disproportional speedup for a medium
number of agents).
5 Conclusion
We have presented a scalable Jason interpreter that is part of a bigger project
on quality control of software development processes (see [1]). However, we
believe our approach is rather general and can be applied to similar agent
languages based roughly on AgentSpeak (which allows us to use the built-in
9The test environment is a pristine Debian Jessie using an Intel Xeon CPU @ 4 x 2.30 GHz
and 26 GB RAM.
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modelling constructs). All that needs to be done is to find a suitable transla-
tion of this language intoMapReduce (as described in Section 2). An advan-
tage of our approach is the possibility to use off-the-shelf professional tools
to deal withMapReduce.
Our evaluation shows linear scalability (in the number of agents) in a sim-
ple benchmark, even for a reimplementation of Jason. It remains to test
other benchmarks and to tailor our system for the application in the planned
project. Butwe are planning to apply our approach also to other areas, where
parallelization in the simulation of an environment pays off.
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A Set of Instructions
These instructions are used as an intermediate representation of Jason pro-
grams:
noop(agent, intention) Does nothing and succeeds always.
add_belief(term, agent, intention) Applies the current substitution to
term and adds it to the belief base. Triggers a belief addition event.
remove_belief(term, agent, intention) Unifies term with the first match-
ing belief and removes it from the belief base. Triggers a belief removal
event.
test_belief(term, agent, intention) Tries to find a substitution such that
term is a logical consequence of the belief base. Triggers a belief test
event.
call(trigger, goal_type, term, agent, intention) Tries to find a planmatch-
ing trigger, goal_type and term and adds it as a subplan to the cur-
rent intention.
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Set of Instructions
call_delayed(trigger, goal_type, term, agent, intention) Tries to find a
plan matching trigger, goal_type and term and creates a new in-
tention with it.
push_query(query, agent, intention) Starts the Prolog query query and
adds the resulting Pythongenerator to the query stack. This is also used
for actions that can yield multiple results.
next_or_fail(agent, intention) Tries to advance the topmost generator.
pop_query(agent, intention) Removes the topmost generator from the
stack.
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